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30. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL Pondering on the utterances of the
^T™~DISCUSSION. leaders of the delegations, this fact emerges

emphasising that among us all there is a
The President.- Mr. te Water, delegate deep instinct to achieve the purpose for

of the Union of South Africa, will address which our peoples have sent us here - this
the Conference. fact emerges, that the sum total of the

proposals which have been made by the
Mr. te Water (Union of South Africa). - different nations to limit armaments equals

A burden of a great weight has been pressing their total abolition. Surely under these
heavily on this Conference of the Nations. circumstances it would be, not only calami-
For no one with an historic sense can fail tons, but disgraceful, were our deliberations
to feel the oppression of a hundred years to end without achievement.
of reasoning, refinement and argument on For one placed as I am at this Conference,
the question of the disarming of the nations. as I shall presently explain, with my country

For more than a century, unceasingly, so situated, geographically, that its national
unprofitably, men have pondered and con- aspirations threaten no other country, and
ferred upon this problem; our forefathers, with its armaments so limited in size, it
our fathers and now ourselves. would be a work of supererogation on my

Let it be said at once that no thought can part to propose sacrifices to the armed
be spoken at this Conference, no light shed Powers which my own country shall not be
upon the problem upon which we are now called upon to make itself.
concentrated, no noble sentiment uttered Yet this statement I hasten to make on
which in the past has not been spoken, and behalf of the country I represent-that its
again repeated by men impelled, even as we full support will' be accorded to every
are, by the catastrophe of war. For these proposal, genuinely and equitably conceived,
also set out, even as we do, to make an end and coming from any quarter, to lessen the
to war, and, even as we will be tempted to burden of armaments on the nations of the
do, they evaded in deep confusion and world.
perplexity the ultimate sacrifice of their I would seize this opportunity to pay
ambitions, which alone can lead to peace. tribute to the delegates of the Powers who

It seems to me, at the close of these pre- have, many of them, spoken in a spirit of
liminary discussions, that perhaps something helpfulness from this tribune. Perhaps I
more could have been gained if a greater shall be pardoned if I join in paying a special
candour had been manifest; and that tribute to the Italian delegation and its



distinguished spokesman, for a reasoned nations, these forces and these influences
submission, which appealed to my delegation will find no friend in my country.
as much for its sound sense as for its courage It must never be forgotten by the student
and foresight. We have not forgotten that, of African history, nor by those Powers
at the last Assembly of the League, the interested in Africa, nor by the African
Italian delegation proposed, as the earnest himself, that the Union of South Africa is
of its desire that this Conference should the first and only permanent white civili-
succeed, the truce which was subsequently sation in the long, dark history of Africa
accepted by the nations. that has been known to throw its roots so

May I also assure the French delegation deep into the African soil that it has
that my Government has always viewed its irrevocably and intrinsically become part
concept of the League ofTNations as a of that continent.
super-State with the liveliest interest ? If it The people of my country - at any rate,
has not hitherto accorded that conception its great and permanent majority are no
its support, it is perhaps for the very reason colonists who can return to the mother-
stated so concisely in the French proposal: country of their origin. South Africa is the
that of an uncompromising attitude of only home that they and their forefathers
national sovereignty, have known and that their children can

My Government is, moreover, uncertain know.
still of the power of the League of Nations The integrity of the borders of the Union
to function without prejudice and without of South Africa, the safety of that State, and
bias while the nations represented round its the permanence of its new civilisation, which
tables have behind them the power of their the concurrence of three great European
armaments to influence its decisions. We, races - the Dutch, the English and the
for our part, feel that the profound ideal French - has created during three centuries
pleaded for by the French delegation at of time, must be a matter of intimate
this Conference, with which we also are in concern to those three great peoples from
the deepest sympathy - that of substituting whom the Union sprang, and of imaginative
co-operation between the nations of the and friendly interest, at least, to all the
world for national isolation - can come nations of Europe.
about, and will come about, when the Subjected to the subtle influences of a
nations have disarmed. primitive environment, being, as it is, in

And so the delegation for which I speak contact on all sides with the innumerable
will approach its task in all candour, in a native races of Africa, the South African
calm spirit, not unhopeful, yet under no people can only survive by irreprochable
sterile illusions as to the limitations of man conduct, by fair dealing and by sound
or his works. precept towards the people whom it rules,

and by a stubborn spirit.My country, small as its people is, wide- a 
flung as are its borders, comes to this Con- It has therefore become the peculiar
ference in simple mind, confirmed in its destiny, and at once the burden of my
intention to make but one contribution to country, to carry the torch and gauge of
its deliberations: to base its judgments European civilisation in Africa.
without favour, without prejudice and To ensure the permanence of its national
without fear. South Africa has, in its own life, it has been the tradition of my people
history, even as has every nation assembled that its manhood should be trained to carry
at this Conference, known the horror, the arms, but so mellowed by time has this
wanton destruction, the sacrifice and the tradition become, so peacefully inclined is
heroism of war : of war thrust on its people the people of South Africa to-day, that its
and its country by the forces and the safety and security depend alone upon a
influences created by that very power which limited force of armed men - highly trained,
we are assembled here to destroy. though small according to the standards

Thirty years ago, the Treaty of Vereenig- set by European nations.
ing brought to a close the war which, for South Africa, without fear for the vicis-
three years, gripped South Africa by the situdes of time and circumstance, is so
throat, laid waste the fairness of its land lightly armed, its inclinations and its deter-
and destroyed a whole generation of its milnation to peace so obvious to the world,
people. No man, woman or child escaped that its ambitions can in no wise become
the horrors and miseries of those years. a menace to its neighbours nor its demands
Twelve years later, a rifle craked at Serajevo, ever importune this Conference.
and the now peaceful Boer behind his plough My country's contribution, then, will be
on his distant farm 6,000 miles away heard that of a " still, small voice that cometh
the echo of that shot. He did not know that after the wind, the earthquake and the
at that moment subtle influences were at fire ". It will be the voice of a young people
work which would drag him and his country that has suffered, that is patient in suffering,
into the vortex of a world war - forces and but intolerant of the jealousies that create
influences which neither he nor his country wars. It will be the voice of a people which
could control, forces and influences which has known war and the bitterness of defeat,
are as little dead to-day as they were in but which, like all nations which have had
the fateful year 1914. At this assembly of the will to live, has, by its refusal to accept
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the permanence of defeat, achieved the have only one result, and that is that non-
victory of peace. European nations will be driven to look

For thus did the vanquished and the somewhere else than to Europe and the
victors draw together in my country, League for a world of peace.
impelled by a mutual recognition of each " Let us do everything in our power to
other's rights, by admiration for one another's prevent such a catastrophe."
qualities, and by a generous appreciation of There spoke the authentic voice of many
the inevitable and necessary role each people millions of human beings who live outside
is destined to play in the up building of its the European circle; of peoples whose con-
southern civilisation. tribution to the culture of the world and

May I not offer this example to those its well-being can be of deep and abiding
statesmen at this Conference who misname and of increasing significance, whose
courage in a former enemy, and a will to youthful ambitions can be achieved only in
live, as intransigence; who mistake a policy an atmosphere of peace.
of magnanimity, and of generosity, for that Let this be my message to those older
of weakness; who fear, when they should nations of the world from whom our fore-
be unafraid. fathers sprang. Do not, by your ambitions,

It has been well said: "Greatness and turn us, reluctant, from your doors. For
strength in a nation only excite envy and we enter this Conference with the one
malice among other nations, unless they are desire to assist towards the successful issue
mellowed by kindness and made gracious by of its deliberations, and to bring our mind
benevolence ". Those words were said of the to bear upon its problems - in all honesty.
great Powers.

Of smaller peoples it has also been truly The President. - M. Valdes-Mendeville,
said : " If they wish to survive, their inward delegate of Chile, will address the Conference.
breadth and nobility of spirit must bear an
inverse proportion to their external small- M. Valdes-Mendeville (Chile):
ness ". As representing such a nation, I shall Translation : Mly country cannot hope to
remember these words, even as I submit the influence the results of this Conference
wisdom of those other words to those who by means of its own independent decisions,
represent the great nations of the world. but, though its material contribution may

South Africa has not forgotten that it is be limited, its moral contribution and loyal
a signatory to the Covenant of the League, collaboration must be measured in terms of
whose Members are pledged to recognise the profound interest it takes in the success
that the maintenance of peace requires the of our work here. As evidence in support
reduction of national armaments. Nor has of this assertion I need perhaps only recall
it forgotten - nor will it forget - its pledge the tangible proofs that Chile has given
to abandon war as an instrument for the of the ideals of peace by which her interna-
settlement of its disputes. tional policy has been traditionally inspired;

But it has observed that five great Powers, those proofs are known to you, and I need
equally pledged as we are, and bound by not remind you of them.
their oaths of honour to subscribe to a policy Other reasons, however, besides those
of peace, have increased their expenditure traditional aspirations towards peace are
on instruments of war in the period of the factors in our earnest desire for the success
last seven years by a sum estimated at over of the Conference: I refer to the deep
a hundred and fifty millions sterling. It has anxiety of a young and hard-working
noted, furthermore, that, during the year nation in the face of the world economic
1931, in the six great armouries of Europe, crisis which has been intensified by the
there has been spent on the mechanism of unrest of the older nations and the repercus-
war close on five hundred millions of money. sions of which have caused us such distress.

My Government has observed these two We feel that a first agreement for the posi-
facts and understands and appreciates their tive reduction of armanents, an agreement
significance. On its instructions, I am to attended by the necessary guarantees, would
concern myself with neither the right nor help to restore confidence and thereby
the left of the proposals which are to be facilitate economic reorganisation, dispel-
submitted to this Conference by the nations, ling the ravages of commercial warfare in
but with their true meaning and intention the world of to-day. We feel too that,

an injunction which I shall hasten to when the interdependence of world interests
obey with jealousy and precision. is thus evident, a proper economic under-

I will conclude on a note struck by the standing would constitute one of the
leader of the South African people in a soundest guarantees of universal peace.
message broadcast to the world: Ever since the now-distant beginnings

"There is nothing sadder ", he said, of the preparatory work forthe preparar is Conference,
"than the reluctance with which the nations Chile has offered her enthusiastic support.
of Europe seem to contemplate even the As my country's representative on the
mere discussion of a reduction of armaments. Preparatory Commission, I had to admit

" If this atmosphere of suspicion of one publicly more than once that our practical
another and lack of confidence in the co-operation was rendered difficult owing
League and the future peace of the world is to the much regretted absence of this or
continued much longer, I fear that it can that American member. To-day, the situa-



tion has changed. Never has a Conference, our ideal, and for this purpose should at
held under League auspices, brought together least consider the possibility of accepting
so large a contingent of representatives of the undertakings not to acquire or build capital
American continent. Of the two hundred ships of a definitely aggressive character.
and forty-five millions inhabiting that con- The hour is drawing near for the commis-
tinent, only some six millions are unable sions to begin their work. There we shall
to make their voice heard among us. That examine in the most sympathetic spirit
is a cheering sign in which we gladly see the practical effect to be given to the ideas
an augury of fruitful collaboration in our embodied in the proposals which have been
common task. It is particularly gratifying made at the Conference. My delegation
to me to note it, representing as I do a will give its cordial support to all the pro-
country whose policy is determined by its posals which duly respect treaties, shun
cordial relations with the other American new means of coercion and obligations more
nations which are so rightly called the sister onerous than those prescribed in the
Republics of the Continent. The Chilean Covenant, and are adapted to the varying
delegation sees in the firm and trusting circumstances I have described, and so
nature of those relations, which have at the will help to achieve the supreme object
same time facilitated the conclusion of in- of the Conference.
ternational acts of conciliation and arbitra- At the beginning of this brief statement
tion, linking up the majority of the American I explained why Chile is so anxious that the
countries, one of the most valuable forms Conference should succeed. May I add in
of regional security. Moral disarmament, conclusion that the long and lofty discus-
that necessary condition of any positive sion that has taken place has given us very
effort for material disarmament, is thus definite grounds for hope ? Most of the
to a very large extent an established fact nations and almost all parts of the world
in America. have taken part. From Northern Europe to

I would remind you that the Chilean South America - from one end of the world
delegation remains faithful to the views to the other - despite the distressing events
which it so often had occasion to express which are taking place not far from our
in the Preparatory Commission. While not countries, we are, in general, all inspired
proposing to recommend one definite system by the same sentiments. The methods are
for the Conference as a whole, Chile considers still different, but we are at one in our
that, from the standpoint of Latin America, sincere resolve not to fail in the task in
the reduction of armaments should be sought which the world expects us to succeed.
by means of regional agreements or pacts.
In advocating these means, I am not depart- The President : M. Zaunius, delegate of
ing [in any way from Article 8 of the Lithuania, will address the Conference.
Covenant. I am, on the contrary, adhering
strictly to its terms, for we have to admit M. Zaunius (Lithuania):
that the four conditions laid down in that Translation2 I only beg your attention
article - the national security, geographical for a w moments. I should like to asso-
situation and circumstances of each State, ciate Lithuania with the work so courage-
and, indeed, the means of enforcing interna- usly undertaken by the first Disarmament
tional obligations - exhibit a very different Conference. That work constitutes the
aspect according to the different continents greatest effort that humanity has yet made
concerned. -after the recent ordeals it has experienced;

The system of regional agreements, more- and it is an attempt to realise the ideal of
over, is not, in our opinion, such that it peace.
cannot be carried out within the framework During its long history, the Lithuanian
of a general Convention, provided that the nation has registered military triumphs;
existing draft is given the necessary flexi-but it has also sustained defeats, which
bility to enable it to be adapted to the widely had the effect of eliminating Lithuania from
varying circumstances existing in the world. the map of Europe for long years. When,
The greater the allowance made for this thanks to the courage of her sons, she became
in the Convention, the greater will be its a State once more after the Great War, she
prospect of becoming actually and in practice had to suffer the consequences of aggression
world-wide, always provided that it is not on the part of some of her better-armed
crippled by reservations. neighbours ; so that, as you will understand,

In these circumstances, Chile is now the whole Lithuanian nation cordially wel-
prepared to contemplate the examination comed this Conference and earnestly desires
not only of the limitation but also of the its success.
reduction of armaments, though, indeed, It is true that my country's armaments
judged by current standards, her military count for little in the general balance of
forces- the budgetary expenditure on which world armaments, and she is prepared still
has just been appreciably reduced- are further to reduce them as further progress
very small. is made in the organisation of peace on the

As regards naval armaments, I agree solid foundations of right and justice. Our
with Dr. Bosch, the delegate of the Argentine, armaments do not constitute any danger or
that we should try to find practical and posi- threat to peace; and though we should like
tive solutions which will bring us nearer to see the means of military action reduced
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and limited in all countries, this is not tional disputes - not only those which may
because we regard the disarming of our occur in the future but also those which have
neighbours as a guarantee of our own for years been poisoning the relations
security, but because, in our opinion, it will between certain nations - must be effected
appreciably shorten the path which mankind on lines of right and equity. It is in the light
still has to tread in order to attain the ideal of all these ideas that I venture to express
of peace. the hope that the defects in the Covenant

In view of the obvious disproportion will be made good, and that the Covenant
between the material forces of the small will be brought into harmony with the
States and those of the big States, it cannot Paris Pact, as suggested by the spokesman
be a matter of much importance to the of the Lituanin delegation in his speech
small States how far their neighbours, duringthe Ninth Assembly.
which have very different resources from As a country which has herself been the
themselves, reduce their armaments. Even victim of a policy of faits accomplis, Lithua-
if total disarmament were realised, it would nia will welcome any attempt to preclude
not be an absolute guarantee against aggres he future a repetition of the cases with
sion by larger countries, in view of the which you are a acquainted, and which
material and physical preponderance of the till laim the attention of international
latter. Small States like Lithuania consider bodies, and in particular any attempt to
that their security can be ensured and their compel a State guilty of an international
territorial integrity guaranteed only by the offence to make good the harm it has caused
triumph of right over might. by force of arms to the victim of its

aggression.
The reduction of armaments, and the The ideal of disarmament and the organi-

abolition of certain methods of warfare sation of peace can be attained only in an
from which the civil population would atmosphere of reciprocal confidence and
primarily suffer, should in our opinion be through the consciousness of the solidarity
accompanied by an appreciable strengthening of a peoples.
of the legal machinery for governing inter- School education ad instruction, and
national relations. especially the Press, whose duty it is to

In our opinion, it is not sufficient to do form public opinion and not to offer threats
away with this or that category of guns; or disseminate hatred, can do much to raise
to forbid the use of poison gases or to the level of international morals; and that
internationalise aviation: respect for is the essential prerequisite for the state of
treaties must also be guaranteed, and mind which we call moral disarmament.
compulsory arbitration and international May I say in conclusion that the Lithua-
justice must leave no room in future for the nian delegation will support any effort made
use of force. by the Conference to restrict means of

The rapidity and means of action of the warfare, strengthen justice and secure the
international bodies, and in particular of good understanding between the nations
the Council of the League, must of course - on which peace depends.
be increased. The settlement of interna- (The Conference rose at 11.40 a.m.)




